INTRODUCTION
Knowledge management in engineering-intensive organizations involves tasks such as standard generation and evaluation, comparison of related cases and experience reuse in their treatment. The identification and analysis of knowledge available in an enterprise is a key element of knowledge management. Often it is not the lack of knowledge sources in a company that i s a problem, but the flood of unstructured information. For document management visualization provides a means of easily identifying outliers, boundaries and clusters in the document space, thus pointing out the structure of heterogeneous document collections.
Corporate knowledge can be contained in many of a company's documents.
For example, consider engineering-intensive organizations like the chemical industries. Here, management documents, requirement definitions, technical guidelines or manuals of chemical plants contain important information about the company's goals or issues regarding configuration and maintenance of machines. An important element in the mosaic of knowledge identification is to obtain a structured overview of such documents.
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Closely connected to the demand for structuring a corpus of documents is the desire to visualize the often complex relationships between documents or classes of documents. As vision is a human's most powerful sense when it comes up to discovering structures graphically displaying structures of document collections is a straightforward consequence. Furthermore, the context of interesting documents within a collection can be easily explored if a suitable metaphor for the structure's graphical display is provided. Consequently, visualization turns out to be a valuable tool for managing the growing mass of documented knowledge available.
In our work we study the use of visualizing a document collection's structure by means of document maps in the context of certain knowledge management tasks. Document maps present the overall similarity structure of a corpus of texts by using a suitable landscape metaphor. Documents are often represented as points in a 2 or 3-dimensional map display. Their presentation is reminiscent of geographical or astronomical cartography. The concept of 'document similarity' is reflected by a notion of distance: The more similar two documents or document groups ate, the closer they appear in the map. In this work we present a document map technique which powerfully visualizes the topological structure of a collection of texts. To provide a reliable basis for displaying the structure of specialized document collections in the context of knowledge management we propose a modular frame.work for the computation of document maps.
RELATED WORK
In literature two groups of document map approaches can be found. The first uses Multidimensional Scaling or related techniques for calculating a document space and generates scatter plots for visualization (cf. [4] , [13] , [18] ). The scaling techniques used try to optimize the distances between the documents with respect to the given proximity measure. The corresponding systems display relationships of individual documents.
The second group of approaches uses a self-organizing feature map (SOFM) as a basis for clustering and visualization (cf. [5] , [10] , [1 I]) . This neural network model realizes a topology preserving mapping rather than optimizing absolute metric distances between single objects. The SOFM-based approaches focus on the display of relationships between document categories or provide a density view on the collection. All methods presented here usually apply a fixed document representation model.
• Short version. A revised and extended version of this paper is in preparation.
A deeper discussion of these approaches is not possible here due to space restrictions. In contrast to the methods presented above, we propose a technique which focuses on the display of individual documents combined with the powerful topology preserving mapping and visualization capabilities of SOFMs. At the same time, our approach is flexible enough to incorporate different document representation models and proximity measures.
A MODULAR APPROACH
The basis for visualizing relationships between documents is the calculation of a degree of similarity between different texts. In the context of knowledge management it is important to note that the different types of documents which are relevant in our application domain require an appropriate handling for gaining a reliable overview. The spectrum reaches from semi-structured texts, e.g. requirement definitions, to knowledge intensive documents, e.g. management guidelines.
In Information Retrieval research many different models for document comparison have been developed. For some classes of documents, e.g. requirement definitions, statistical methods like the well-known vector space model (VSM) [14] provide good results whereas for management documents, for example, it is not sufficient to consider only syntactic aspects of the texts.
In the context of these specialized document collections elaborated knowledge-based approaches become important. Improvements here include the use of retrieval models based on terminological (or description) logics, e.g. [12] . Thus, suitable methods for assessing the documents' similarity can be based on numerical as well as symbolic document representations. Therefore, it is necessary to define a modular approach towards a visualization of a document collection's semantic structure which is able to meet the needs of every specialized corpus which is interesting in a particular knowledge management task.
Such a framework has to allow the integration of adequate semantic criteria for assessing inter-document similarity. This means that the document indexing scheme should not be coupled with the visualization method actually used. However, the approaches discussed above use a fixed term vector representation. In contrast, the design of our document map approach allows the flexi- The only interface we expect for the following processing is a matrix of similarity (or distance) values for each pair of texts. The internal document representation is not used for any further step. Consequently, this module is exchangeable and can be chosen with respect to the individual needs. That means, depending on certain stylistic features of the documents and matters of content it can be decided whether simple and common retrieval approaches are sufficient or whether more elaborated and specialized methods should be applied.
Constructing a virtual document space: Using the similarity information we can apply techniques from Multidimensional Scaling to compute a multi-dimensional document space which reflects the documents' similarity in its topology (cf. section 4.2).
The number of dimensions of this space is not necessarily restricted to 2 or 3. Rather, we can select a dimensionality which is suitable for a satisfying mapping of document similarities.
Visualization module: As a last step, the visualization module uses a SOFM which will be trained using the vectors from the artificial document space. The network's mapping preserves important information about the overall structure of the document space. A visualization method extracts the topological information encoded in the network (section 4.3).
Figure 2: Interaction with a map of documents
Visible to the user is the original document collection and the map display of the multi-dimensional virtual document space ( fig. 2 ). The semantics of this map can be described by a metaphor of "mountains and valleys": The documents of the collection are represented as points in the map. Similar documents -according to the similarity measure used during the analysis of the document collection -are grouped as neighbored points, located in common bright shaded areas. These areas, or 'valleys of similar documents', are separated by dark borders, or 'mountains', representing the distance between document groups. The darker the color, or the higher the 'mountain', the more dissimilar are the separated groups of documents. To characterize each group of documents field descriptions can be generated. This can be done by merging the most relevant key terms of a group. For interacting with the map the user can mark an area and zoom into the specified field. The documents within the fields are described by their titles. By clicking on a point in the map the user receives the corresponding document.
Query module: In addition to browsing through the map the analyst can use a query interface to highlight relevant documents with respect to an explicitly formulated information need. Individual documents can be color-coded. This feature is interesting when it comes to the question of how predefined classes correspond to each other (cf. section 5).
GENERATING A DOCUMENT MAP 4.1 Analysis of a Collection
A simple and well-known method for computing the similarity of documents is the vector space model [14] . Here, documents are encoded as numeric term vectors. Each component of the vector corresponds to the weight of an indexing vocabulary term. For assessing the weight of a term in a given document a variety of weighting schemes has been proposed in literature. The similarity or distance of documents can be defined as the inner product or the Euclidian distance of their corresponding term vectors.
But as explained above, the indexing scheme and an appropriate measure of similarity for documents have to be carefully chosen with respect to semantic and stylistic features of the text collection under consideration. For example, consider 'use cases' (requirement definition documents from software engineering). Their linguistic style is simple: The texts present a process by describing associated actions chronologically. Actions and objects are clearly pointed out by using unequivocal terms and key words. These characteristics allow the application of simple statistical information retrieval models for assessing the similarity of the documents. In contrast, consider medical document abstracts which contain a semantically rich language with fine-granular differences in the meaning of certain key terms. In [1] we have proposed an indexing language based on a fuzzy description logic and a measure of similarity for these kind of documents.
More symbolic and statistic document comparison methods which are interesting in the context of specialized document collections can be found in literature. Their common interface is a matrix of (dis-)similarity values which lorms the basis for constructing a virtual semantic space of texts.
Calculating a Semantic Document Space
We use a neural network which learns the structure of the document space and serves as the basis for visualization. Crucial for it's performance (i.e. computing time for the network's training phase) is the number of dimensions of the input space. Thus, even the real-valued description vectors of the VSM are not a suitable input for visualization algorithms due to their very high number of dimensions (in our application domain we usually have several hundreds or thousands of indexing terms). Although latent semantic indexing (LSI, [6] ) could "compress" the space the resulting dimensionality is usually still too high.
A space with a moderate number of dimensions can be generated by discovering the spatial structure of the (dis-)similarity information, i.e. each document of the collection has to be mapped to a point in a space with a user-defined number of dimensions. The mapping should preserve the (dis-)similarity information as good as possible. This is exactly the task of Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [17] . In MDS, the objects are mapped into m-space so that the relative error of the distances in m-space regarding the 'true' distances of the objects is minimized. The number of dimensions of the target space can be chosen heuristically.
Here, we are interested in a trade-off between accuracy in preserving distances and saving computation time for trainilng the neural network in the next step. There are several algorithms for MDS; the basic method is described in [9] . It is importan~t to note that MDS does not require the distances between object to respect the triangular inequality since it minimizes the error between given distances and distances of mapped objects. In [7] a method different from MDS is introduced which performs the mapping in linear time with still satisfactory results if the distance measure used satisfies the properties of a metric.
Structuring and Visualizing a Collection
The semantic space (with a moderate number of dimensions) reflects the documents' similarities and serves as the input to the next component of our modular approach: A self-organizing feature map (SOFM, [8] ) is used as a basis for analyzing and visualizing the structure of the corpus. This neural network model takes as input the document representatives from the semantic space and orders them according to their similarity in two dimensions. The mapping is realized in a self-organizing manner and preserves the topology of the input patterns as good as possible. Instead of optimizing absolute distances between the docume:at representatives the SOFM optimizes the 'global structure' of the space (which is exactly what we are interested in).
Self-organizing feature maps consist of one layer of active units which are disposed in a two dimensional grid structure. The units are not connected with each other. However, each unit in the grid is linked with all units of the input layer by means of weighted edges. As output function each unit calculates the (Euclidian) distance between the current input pattern and the unit's weight vector. During the unsupervised learning process the input vectors are sequentially presented to the network. In each learning step a single unit is determined of which the weight vector is most similar to the input pattern. This so-called cluster center and units in a certain surrounding are then shifted towards the input vector.
After the learning process the relative positions of different cluster centers towards each other in the grid show the similarity between corresponding input vectors. Furthermore, the positions of all weight vectors are ordered in the grid according to their similarity. Therefore we can expect that the cluster centers are arranged in the same regions of the grid, if the corresponding input vectors form clusters in the semantic space. Thus, the: SOFM has "learned" the structure of the semantic document space.
To visualize the information encoded in the neural network we apply a graphical method which we have introduced in [16] . A more detailed report on this approach -originally ,developed for data mining -can be found in [15] . For each unit of the network the method calculates the value of the greatest similarity of its weight vector and all input vectors from the training set. The resuiting matrix reflects the density of the document space. Low (high) values in the matrix correspond to dense (sparse) areas of the input space. The matrix can be visualized by assigning a shade of grey to its values: Using a linear function that maps the minimum value to white and the maximum value to black it is possible to visually detect regions of similar documents. These regions will be displayed as bright shaded areas, separated by dark shades corresponding to sparsely populated areas of the space (a sample document map is shown in figure 2 ).
EXPERIENCES
Evaluating the quality of document maps is difficult in general. Optimizations are possible e.g. for the SOFM training. Currently, we train the full target network, i.e. the complete k x k grid structure. By using a smaller grid and interpolating the computed weight vectors for each unit, a significant amount of calculation time could be saved.
A more detailed report on the utility of the approach and further experiences can be found in an extended version of this paper.
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